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Abstract. We present a general framework for the information extraction from web pages based on a special
wrapper language, called token-templates. By using token-templates in conjunction with logic programs we are
able to reason about web page contents, search and collect facts and derive new facts from various web pages.
We give a formal definition for the semantics of logic programs extended by token-templates and define a general
answer-complete calculus for these extended programs. These methods and techniques are used to build intelligent
mediators and web information systems.
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1.

Introduction

In the last few years it became appearant that there is an increasing need for more intelligent
World-Wide-Web information systems. The existing information systems are mainly document search engines, e.g. Alta Vista, Yahoo, Webcrawler, based on indexing techniques
and therefore only provide the web user a list of document references and not a set of facts
he is really searching for. These systems overwhelm the user with hundreds of web page
candidates. The exhausting and highly inconvenient work to check these candidates and to
extract relevant information manually is left to the user. The problem gets even worse if
the user has to take comparisons between the contents of web pages or if he wants to follow
some web links on one of the candidate web pages that seem to be very promising. Then
he has to manage the candidate pages and has to keep track of the promising links he has
observed.
To build intelligent web information systems we assume the WWW and its web pages
to be a large relational database, whose data and relations can be made available by the
definition and application of special extraction descriptions (token-templates) to its web
pages. A library of such descriptions may then offer various generic ways to retrieve facts
from one or more web pages. One basic problem we are confronted with is to provide means
to access and extract the information offered on arbitrary web pages, this task is well known
as the process of information extraction (IE). The general task of IE is to locate specific
pieces of text in a natural language document, in this context web pages. In the last few years
many techniques have been developed to solve this problem [1, 6, 10, 11, 15, 21, 30], where
wrappers and mediators fulfill the general process to retrieve and integrate information
from heterogeneous data sources into one information system.
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We focus our work on a special class of wrappers, which extract information from web
pages and map it into a relational representation. This is of fundamental interest because
it offers a wide variety of possible integrations into various fields, like relational databases,
spreadsheet applications or logic programs. We call this information extraction process
fact-retrieval, due to logic programming the extracted information is represented by ground
atoms. In this article we present a general framework for the fact retrieval based on our
special wrapper language, called token-templates. Our general aim was to develop a description language for the IE from semi-structured documents, like web pages are. This
language incorporates the concepts of feature structures [25], regular expressions, unification, recursion and code calls, to define templates for the extraction of facts from web
pages.
How does this contributes to logic programming? The key idea of using logic programs
for intelligent web browsing is as follows: Normally the user is guided by his own domain specific knowledge when searching the web, manually extracting information and
comparing the found facts. It is very obvious that these user processes involve inference
mechanisms like reasoning about the contents of web pages, deducing relations between
web pages and using domain specific background knowledge.Therefore he uses deduction,
based on a set of rules, e.g. which pages to visit and how to extract facts. We use logic
programs in conjunction with token-templates to reason about the contents of web pages,
to search and collect relevant facts and to derive new facts from various web pages. The
logic programming paradigm allows us to model a background knowledge to guide the web
search and the application of the extraction templates. Furthermore the extracted facts in
union with additional program clauses correspond to the concept of deductive databases
and therefore provide the possibility to derive new facts from several web pages. In the
context of wrappers and mediators [30], token-templates are used to construct special wrappers to retrieve facts from web pages. Logic programs offer a powerful basis to construct
mediators, they normalize the retrieved information, reason about it and depending on the
search task to fulfill, deduce facts or initialize new sub searching processes. By merging
token-templates and logic programs we gain a mighty inference mechanism that allows us
to search the web with deductive methods. We emphasize the well defined theoretical background for this integration, which is given by theory reasoning [2] [26] in logical calculi,
whereas token-templates are interpreted as theories.
This article is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the language of tokentemplates for the fact-retrieval from web pages. In Section 3 the integration of tokentemplates into logic programs and the underlying #%$'&(*)+-,/.+-.0 is explained. Section 4
describes how logic programming techniques can be used to enhance the fact-retrieval
process with deductive techniques. A practical application of our developed methods, a
LogicRobot to search private advertisements, is briefly presented in Section 5. Related
approaches and conclusions are given in Section 6.
2.

A Wrapper Language for Web Documents

In this section we describe our information extraction language, the token-templates. We
assume the reader to be familiar with the concepts of feature structures [25] and unification
[13].
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The Fact Retrieval

We split the process of fact-retrieval into several steps, whereas the first step is the preprocessing of the web page to be analyzed. We transform a web page as shown in Figure 1
into a list of tokens which we will explain in detail in section 2.2. In our existing system
(Section 5) this is done by the lexical analyzer FLEX [17] (by the definition of a FLEX
grammar to build tokens in extended term notation). We want to emphasize that we are not
bound to a special lexical analyzer generator tool like FLEX, any arbitrary tool can be used
as long as it meets the definition of a token.

Figure 1. An advertisement web page

This methods allows us to apply our techniques not only to HTML-documents, but also
to any kind of semi-structured text documents. Because we can construct arbitrary tokens,
our wrapper language is very flexible to be used in different contexts.
After the source code transformation of the web document, the matching and extraction
process takes place. Extraction templates built from tokens and special operators are applied
to the tokenized documents. According to the successful matching of these extraction
templates the relevant information is extracted by means of unification techniques and
mapped into a relational representation. We will now explain the basic element of our web
wrapper language, the token.
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2.2.

The Token

A token describes a grouping of symbols in a document. For example the text <b>Pentium
90</b> may be written as the list of tokens:
[token(type=html,tag=b), token(type=word,txt=’Pentium’),
token(type=whitespace,val=blank), token(type=int,val=90),
token(type=html end,tag=b)]
We call a feature structure (simple and acyclic feature structure) a token, if and only if it
has a feature named type and no feature value that consists of another feature. A feature
value may consist of any constant or variable. We write variables in capital letters and
constants quoted if they start with a capital letter. Furthermore, we choose a term notation
for feature structures (token), that is different from that proposed by Carpenter in [4].
We do not code the features to a fixed
Graph Notation
Extended Term Notation
argument position, instead we extend the
KHJ KJ html
token(href=X,type=html,tag=a)
arguments of the annotated term, by the
QHP QHP QHP QHP QHP type
QHP QHP QHP QHP QP
QHP QHP QHP QHP QHP QHP QHP QHP QHP QP
notation Feature = Value (extended
QHP QHP QHP QHP QHP QHP QHP QHP QHP QP
IHG PSHR IG QHPSHR QHPSHR QHPSHR QHPSHR tag
QHPSHR QHPSHR QHPSHR QHPSHR QPSR MHL ML a
term notation),
token QH
Term Pattern
RHS RHS RHS RHS RHS RHS RHS RHS RHS RS
this offers us more flexibility in the hanSHR SHR SHR SHR SHR SHR href
SHR SHR SHR SR
html(tag=a,href=X)
SHR SHR SHR SHR SHR SHR SHR SHR SHR SR OHN ON
dling of features. Figure 2 shows the graph
X
notation of a token and our extended term
notation of it. In the following we denote
Figure 2. Token notations
a token in extended term notation, simply
token.
2.3.

Token Matching

In the following let us assume, that an arbitrary web page transformed into a token list
is given. The key idea is now to recognize a token or a token sequence in this token
list. Therefore we need techniques to match a token description with a token. For feature
structures a special unification, the feature unification was defined in [23]. For our purposes
we need a modified version of this unification, the token-unification.
Definition 1 (Token-Unification). Let T<UWVYX[Z]\^`_ba-cUdVfeUhgic]jkVle]jghm`m`m[gicinoVlein6prqtsvu
and TjdVwX[Z]\^h_baxcU y VlezyU gicj y Vlezjy g`m`mhmigic{ y Vfe]{y p|\>s}u be tokens.
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The tokens T U and T j are token-unifiable iff the following two conditions hold:
(1)  cUg`mhm`mig[cino

 c U y ghm`mhmigic{ y 
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T U y is unifiable with Tkj y . The most general unifier (mgU)  of T<U and Tj is the mgU of
(2) k
TkU y and Tkj y wrt. the usual definition [16, 13]
If (1) or (2) does not hold, we call T U and T j not token-unifiable, written T U T j . We
write T U|b T j iff T U is token-unifiable with T j and  is the mgU of the unification from
TkU y with Tkj y .

U

The motivation for this directed unification is to interpret the left token to be a pattern to
match the right token. This allows us to set up feature constraints in a easy way, by simply
adding a feature to the left token. On the other hand we can match a whole class of tokens,
if we decrease the feature set of the left token to consist only of the X[/¡^ feature.

¢W£¤¥!¦§6¨b©

ª token(type=word) b token(type=word, txt=’Pentium’) with BV¬« 
ª token(type=word, int=X)  b token(type=word,txt=’Pentium’)
ª token(tag=X,type=html,href=Y) b token(type=html, tag=a,
href=’http://www.bmw.de’) with V®« ¯t°6)g²±k°]y´³%XµX-¡  °6°¶d¶!¶*m¸·º¹ ¶»m¸¼'^/y 
{

For ease of notation we introduce an alternative notation X for a token of type \ (the
 feature

type has value k), that is given
{ by \ or \ra-c U V½e U gic j Vle j g`mhm`mig[c`¾Vf
{ e`p with c and e are
the features and values of X where _ is the number of features of X . We call this notation
term-pattern and define a transformation ¿ on term-patterns such that ¿ transforms the termpattern into the corresponding token. For example ¿ka-¶!Z]À]¼aC+-^`_VfÁgÂX[^hÃ%XÄVY¯pÅp gives us
the token X[Z]\^`_baÆX[º¡^ V¶dZ]À]¼gÅ+-^`_VÇÁ gµX[^`Ã%XAV¯p . This transformation exchanges the
functor of the term-pattern, from type \ to X[Z]\ ^h_ and adds the argument X[º¡^»V®\ to the
arguments. Now we can define the basic match operation on a term-pattern and a token:

{

Definition 2 (Term-Match).{ Let X be a term-pattern
{BÈ and T a token
{ in extended term
 T , iff A
notation. The term-pattern X matches the token T , X
¿ aÆX p is token-unifiable
with T . The term-match is defined as follows:

X

{ È

tTÊÉtË

{
¿kaÆX p  !T where  is mgU.
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For the demonstration of the term-match operation, consider the three examples mentioned above and the following modification:

ª word È  token(type=word, txt=’Pentium’) with  V¬« 
ª word(int=X) È   token(type=word,txt=’Pentium’)
ª html(href=Y) È  token(type=html, tag=a, href=’http://www.bmw.de’)
with V®« ±k°]yÆ³7XµX-¡  °°6¶d¶!¶*m¸·º¹¶*m¸¼7^ºy 
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2.4.

Token Pattern

If we interpret a token to be a special representation of text pieces, the definition of termmatching allows us to recognize certain pieces of text and extract them by the process of
unification. This means the found substitution  contains our extracted information.
But yet we are not able to match sequences of tokens in a tokenized web page. Therefore
we define the syntax of token-pattern, which will build our language to define templates for
the information extraction from web documents.
The language of token-patterns is built on a similar concept as regular expressions are.
The difference is, that the various iteration operators are defined on tokens. Beside these
basic operators we define ÌÀ]^h^`¼7 and ¹Z]¼'^`À])zX[^ operators. These two operator classes
determine the enumeration order of matches. Greedy Operators are: Í7giÎ and Ï . Moderate
Operators are: ÐÆg/& and Ñ . For example a token-pattern like Ï¶dZ]À]¼ , matches zero or
arbitrary many tokens of type word, but the first match will try to match as many tokens of
type word as possible (ÌÀ]^h^`¼7 ). Whereas the pattern Ñt¶dZ]À]¼ will try in its first attempt to
match as less tokens as possible ( ¹ Z]¼7^`À])zX[^ ). This makes sense if a pattern is just a part of a
larger conjunction of patterns. Another advantage is given by the use of unification, which
in fact allows us with the later described concept of recursive token-templates to recognize
context sensitive languages.
j
In Figure 2.4 we give an informal definition for the semantics of token-patterns. Assume
that a tokenized document Ò is given. A match of a token-pattern ¡ on Ò , ¡EÓÔÒ , returns
a set of triples a-ÕvÖbgi×?Öbgip , where ÕvÖ is the matched token sequence, ×?Ö is the rest
sequence of Ò and  is the ¹EÌØ of the token unifications applied during the matching
process.
We emphasize, that we compute all matches and do not stop after we have found one
successful match, though this can be achieved by the use of the once operator.

¢W£¤¥!¦§6¨b©

Let us have a closer look at the source code of the advertisement web page ( Ò )
shown in Figure 4 and the corresponding token-pattern (¡ ) given in 5. This token-pattern
extracts the item name of the offered object (Item) and the description (Description) of the
item. For this small example our set of matches consists of a set with two tuples, where we
will leave out the matched sequence ÕvÖ and the rest sequence ×oÖ , because we are only
interested in the substitutions  of each match:

Ù*ÚÜÛ½ÝÞß à]áHâhã¾ä`å 286 AT å3æÂÛçâhèiéºêºë Ùá-ë3ìíä`å 1 MB Ram, 60 MB FP, 2 Disklaufw., Bigtower,
100 DM, 4 x 1 MB SIMM 30 Pin, 50 DM. Tel.: 06742/ 5926’] æ
ß à]áHâhã¾ä å Pentium 90å æÂÛçâhèiéºêºë Ùá-ë3ìíä å 48 MB RAM, Soundblaster AWE 64, DM 650,-.
Tel.: 06743/ 1582 å î3ï

2.5.

Token-Templates

A token-template defines a relation between a tokenized document, extraction variables and
a token-pattern. Extraction variables are those variables used in a token-pattern, which are of
interest due to their instantiation wrt. to the substitutions obtained from a successful match.
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pattern
p

÷ Ùø
ù Ùø
ú Ùø
û Ù ø
ü Ùø
ý Ù ø
í7ì]áÂò-áµøÅæºþiþ[þiæ²áxÿ6ô
áxëCã»âhè`ò-íæ²áxô
6
í 
ì]í7éiâ]ò¸Ù ø ô


ÝBÙ ø

Ùø 6 í Ù
Ù ø ì]ê]Ù

ß á ø iæ þ[þiþiæ²á ÿ î
Þºé ø iæ þ[þiþiæµé ÿ ï

semantics
If ÙtðWñdÛEòµóºô holds, then the matched sequence is the list containing exactly
one element ÛEòµóºô and õö is Û without the first element. ÛEò-íô denotes the
n-th element of the sequence D.
Matches the pattern Ùø once or never; first the match of Ùø then the empty
match sequence is enumerated.
Matches the pattern Ùø once or never; first the empty match sequence then
the match of Ùø is enumerated.
Matches the pattern Ùø arbitrarily often but at least once; uses a decreasing
enumeration order of the matches according to their length, starting with the
longest possible match.
Matches pattern Ù ø arbitrarily often but at least once; uses an increasing
enumeration order of the matches according to their length, starting with the
shortest possible match.
Matches the pattern Ùø arbitrarily often; uses a decreasing enumeration order
of the matches according to their length, starting with the longest possible
match.
Matches the pattern Ù ø arbitrarily often; uses a increasing enumeration order
of the matches according to their length, starting with the shortest possible
match.
The í7ì]á operator matches exactly one token á in Û , if no á ÞháÂøiæiþ[þiþiæ²á-ÿ ï
exists, such that áðWñtá holds. The token áÂøþºþiþ²á-ÿ are excluded from the
match.
Matches exactly í tokens á .
Matches an arbitrary token.
The ì]í7éiâ operator ’cuts’ the set of matched tokens by Ù ø down to the first
match of Ù ø ; useful if we are interested only in the first match and not in all
alternative matches defined by Ùø .

Unification of and the matched sequence of Ù ø ; only successful if Ù ø is

successful and if ö of Ùø is unifiable with .

Ù
ø
Ù
Only if
and
both match successfully, this pattern succeeds. The
matched sequence of Ùø and Ù , is the concatenation of Ôö of Ùø and
Ôö of Ù .
Ù succeeds if one of the pattern Ùó or Ù is successfully matched. The
matched sequence of Ù is either the matched sequence of Ù ø or Ù . The
6í
operator has higher priority than the ì]ê operator, (e.g.  
ò   ô  )

Extended Token Patterns
Execute token-template á ø to á ÿ (see Section 2.5.1)
Call foreign functions é ø to é ÿ (see Section 2.5.1)

Figure 3. Language of Token-Patterns
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<P><IMG SRC=img/bmp_priv.gif><B>286 AT</B>,
1 MB Ram, 60 MB FP, 2 Disklaufw., Bigtower, 100 DM, 4 x 1 MB SIMM
30 Pin, 50 DM. Tel.: 06742/ 5926
<P><IMG SRC=img/bmp_priv.gif><B>Pentium 90</B> 48 MB RAM,
Soundblaster AWE 64, DM 650,-. Tel.: 06743/ 1582

Figure 4. HTML source code of an online advertisement


Ñt)7_*)7_¼*³%X[¹t+²a3X[)zÌV E
¹ ÌpW)7_¼*³%X[¹t+ÅaÆX[)zÌVf·ºp
)7_
¼ X[^h¹VvÏ]_Z/ Xha-³% X[¹t+ `^ _¼aÆX[)zÌVf·ºp²pb)7_¼*³%X[¹t+ ^h_¼a3X[)]ÌtV·ºp
)7_¼*Z]_,º^a-Òt^`0`,ºÀ ¡%X Z]_V Ï _Z/Xha-³%X[¹t+ÅaÆX[)zÌV ¡p²pÅp

Figure 5. Token-pattern for advertisement information extraction

Extraction variables hold the extracted information obtained by the matching process of the
token-pattern on the tokenized document.
Definition 3 (Token-Template). Let ¡ be a token-pattern, Ò an arbitrary tokenized document
and eUhg`mhm`mig[e  ¿|)7À7a´¡p variables in ¡ . For eU]g`mhm`m²gie  we write e  and e`  for applying the
substitution  to e  . A token-template À is defined as follows:

À7a-ÒBge gx¡p  V  axÒBge   gx¡  ph a-ÕvÖbgi×oÖbg[pt¡EÓÔÒ
Template definitions are written as: X[^`¹*¡+x)]X[^ À7axÒBg[eUhg`m`mhmigie  p  V ¡
À is called the template name, e`  is the extraction tupel and eU]ghm`m`m[gie  are called extraction
variables.

¢W£¤¥!¦§6¨b©

Consider the case where we want to extract all links from a web page. Therefore we define the following token-template:



X[^h¹»¡+-)zX[^ + _\a-ÒBg  _\giÒt^h0`,ºp  VfÑt)7_

)7_¼*³%X[¹t+²a3X[)zÌ>Vf)g"!$#&%'V( _\p|)7_¼*Òt^`0h,!VÎo_Z/Xha-³%X[¹t+ ^h_¼a3X[)]ÌtVl)7p²p
The first sub pattern Ñt)7_ will ignore all tokens as long as the next token is of type html and
meets the required features X[)zÌV) and ³À]^Æc . After the following subexpression matched

and a substitution  is found,  _\ and Òt^h0`, hold the extracted information. Now further
alternative matches are checked, for example the Ñt)7_ expression reads up more tokens
until the rest expression of the template matches again.
2.5.1. Extending Token-Templates
To be able to match more sophisticated syntactic structures, we extend the token-templates
with the three major concepts of Template Alternatives, Code Calls and Recursion
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Template Alternatives: To gain more readability for template definitions we enhanced
the use of the Z]À operator. Instead of using the Z]À operator in a token-pattern like in the
 V®a ¡UZ]À¡j`p we can alternatively define two templates:
template X[^`¹*¡ +-)zX[^ XhaxÒBge7 p  V)e»

X[^`¹*¡ -+ )zX[^ X U axÒBge  U p  V*e  U V ¡ U
X[^`¹*¡ -+ )zX[^ X[j6axÒBge] jºp  V*e] jdV ¡j
where the templates X U and X j have the same name. In fact this does not influence the calculation of the extraction tuples, because we can easily construct this set by the union of XºU and X[j .
Code Calls: A very powerful extension of the token-pattern language is the integration
of function/procedure calls within the matching process. We named this extension, code
calls. A code call may be any arbitrary boolean calculation procedure that can be invoked
with instantiated token-pattern variables or unbound variables that will be instantiated by
the calculation procedure. The following example demonstrates the use of a code call to
an database interface function ¼7· , that will check if the extracted +,-.% can be found in

the database. On success it will return X[À].^ and instantiates / À/X[³ to the birthday of the
person, otherwise the match fails. In this example we will leave out the token-pattern for
the recognition of the other extraction variables and will simply name them ¡ U to ¡0 :

X[^h¹»¡+-)zX[^
D

a Bg +,-8%7g:9<;#'g =%5>²g ?A@B#5;C!p  V½Ñt)'_»)'_¼
)7¹^dV ¡W
U )7_¼  EF a+,-8%7g ?@G#5;H!pid)7_¼*ÖrX[ÀoVÔ¡jk)7_¼I=%5>VÔ¡

1%2# 3546 7

0

Especially the use of logic programs as code to be called during the matching process, can
guide the information extraction with additional deduced knowledge. For example, this can
be achieved by a given background theory and facts extracted by preceeding sub-patterns.
Template Calls & Recursive Templates: To recognize hierarchical syntactic structures in
text documents (e.g. tables embedded in tables) it is obvious to use recursive techniques.
Quite often the same sub-pattern has to be used in a template definition, therefore we
extended the token-pattern by template calls. A template call may be interpreted as an
inclusion of the token-pattern associated with the template to be called. For example the
first example template matches a HTML table row existing of 3 columns, where the first two
are text columns and the third contains price information. The terms set in squared brackets
function as template calls. Repeated application of this pattern, caused by the sub pattern
Ñt)7_ , gives us all table entries. The second template demonstrates a recursive template
call, that matches correct groupings of parenthesises.For a more detailed description of the
token-template language the reader is referred to [27].



X[^h¹»¡+-)zX[^ [X )7·i+-^ À]Z]¶*axÒBg[Õv^`¼ .¹g |)7·º^/+²g"J»À ,º^`p  V®a6Ñt)7_
)7_¼*³%X[¹t+²a3X[)zÌ>VwX[À]p


)7_¼t« X[^`Ã7X ,ºZ`+Åa-Õv^`¼ .¹ pºgÂX[^`Ã7X ,ºZ`+Åa|)7·º^/+-pºgx¡À ,º^ ,ºZ`+ÅaJ*À ,º^`px
)7_¼*³%X[¹t+ ^h_¼a3X[)]ÌtVYX[À]pÅp
X[^h¹»¡+-)zX[^ º, Z]À]À]^`,ÅX ¡)7À]^`_ba-ÒBgÅ~?p  V ~V¬aº¡)7À]^`_ Zi¡^`_F)7_¼
aÂÏ¶dZ]À]¼»Z]ÀYÏW¶dZ]À]¼»)'_¼>« ,/Z]À]À]^h,ÅX ¡)7À]^h_ba px)7_¼½ÏW¶dZ]À]¼*p
)7_¼k¡)'À]^`_ ,i+-Z]0`^op
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3.

Logic Programs and Token-Templates

In this section we will explain how token-templates can be merged with logic programs
(LP’s). The basic idea of the integration of token-templates and LP’s is to extend a logic
program with a set of token-templates (extended LP’s), that are interpreted as special program clauses. The resulting logic program can then answer queries about the contents
of one or more web documents. Intuitively token-templates provide a set of facts to be
used in logic programs. Extended LP’s offer the possibility to derive new facts based on
the extracted facts from the WWW. From the implementational point of view these tokentemplate predicates may be logical programs or modules that implement the downloading
of web pages and the token matching. From the theoretical point of view we consider these
template sets to be axiomatizations of a theory, where the calculation of the theory (the
facts) are performed by a background reasoner.
In the following we refer to normal logic programs when we talk about logic programs.
In Section 3.1 we describe how token-templates are interpreted in the context of first order
predicate logic. The extension of a calculus with template theories, which will lead to the
# $ &(*)+-,º. +-.0 , is defined in Section 3.2. Section 4.1 and 4.2 will give some small examples
for the use of token-templates in logic programs.
We assume the reader to be familiar with the fields of logic programming [16] and theory
reasoning [2] [26].
3.1.

Template Theories

In the context of first order predicate logic (PL1) we interpret a set of token-templates to be
an axiomatization of a theory. A token-template theory # $ is the set of all template ground
atoms, that we obtain by applying all templates in T . For example, consider the template
set  Xha-ÒBgiegx¡p  . Assume ¡ to be an arbitrary token-pattern and e an extraction tupel. A
template theory for T is given by #<KMLONQPR STR UWVGX  V  XhaxÒBg[ezyµg"Joy´p` a-ÒBgie]yµg-¡ ypEYXhaxÒBg[e g-¡pi .
This interpretation of token-templates associates a set of ground unit clauses with a given
set of token-templates. The formal definition is as follows:



Definition 4 (Td^`¹*¡+x)]X[^&!Td³^`Z]À] , #%$W&Y_ X[^hÀi¡À]^iX[)zX Z]_ , #%$ &oÕvZ]¼'^/+ ). Let T be a set of
token-templates: TwV  X U a-ÒBge  U gx¡ U p/gµX j a-ÒBge  j gx¡ j p/ghm`m`m[gÂX²a-ÒBge` g-¡ %p  . A token-template
theory #7$ for T is defined as follows:
Z

aÆXhaxÒBge  g-¡p²pbV  Xha-ÒBge  y gx¡ y p` Ò is a ground term and -a ÒBge  y gx¡ y p  XhaxÒBge  g-¡pi

[

 

 
Z
#7$ V C
a3X a-ÒBge  g-¡ ²p p with X a-ÒBge  gx¡ 
p FT
U

Let J be a normal logic program with signature \ , such that \ is also a signature for #7$ :



ª



\ &]_ X[^hÀi¡À]^iX[)zX Z]_8^ is a # $ &<\»&6_ X[^`Ài¡À]^ X[)zX Z]_ iff 
^
 V# $ .
A»



ª



ª

A Herbrand # $ &<\b&_6_ X[^`Ài¡À]^ X[)]X Z]_ is a # $ &<\b&`_ X[^hÀi¡À]^iX[)zX Z]_ , that is also a herbrand
interpretation.



^
 VaJ .
A # $ &<\*&6_ X[^`Ài¡À]^ X[)zX Z]_.^ is a # $ &çÕvZ]¼7^/+ for J iff l
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Let ¯ be a clause, wrt. \ . ¯ is a logic # $ &(*Z]_0`^2b].^`_,º^ from J , J VAc2dB¯ , iff for

& 6_ X[^`Ài¡À]^ X[)zX ]Z _.^  ^ VfJ follows ^l VY¯ .
all # $ &e\»

¢W£¤¥!¦§6¨b©

Consider a token-template advertise with the token-pattern given in Figure 5
and the extraction variables Item and Description for the example web source code shown
in Figure 1. The corresponding template theory for the template advertise is the set:

Þgh`âhêºáxëCèiâ]ò å 286 ATå æ å 1 MB Ram, 60 MB FP, 2 Disklaufw., Bigtower, 100 DM,
4 x 1 MB SIMM 30 Pin, 50 DM. Tel.: 06742/ 5926 å ôÅæ
h`âhêºáxëCèiâ]ò å
Pentium 90 å æ å 48 MB RAM, Soundblaster AWE 64, DM 650,-.
Tel.: 06743/ 1582 å ô ï

3.2.

The ikj<l Calculus

So far we have shown when a formula is a logical consequence from a logic program and
a template theory. This does not state how to calculate or check if a formula is a logical
consequence from an extended logic program. Therefore we have to define a calculus for
extended logic programs. But instead of defining a particular calculus we show that any
sound and answer-complete calculus for normal logic programs can serve as calculus for
extended logic programs.





Definition 5 (#%$'&Òt^`À e)zX Z]_ ). Let m be a sound and answer-complete calculus for normal
logic programs and n is the derivation defined by m . Let J be a normal logic program, T
a set of token-templates and #7$ the template theory for T . A query oqp with calculated

substitution  is #7$7&¼7^hÀ e6)7·i+x^ from J , Jrn c dsp» , iff p* is derivable from J(t#%$ ,


Jut#7$vnwp» . A calculus m , with #7$7&Òt^`À e)]X Z]_ is called #7$7&(*)+-,º. +-.0 .

¨

¨¥~}v"<z 
 ¨2T

xy <z|{

Let m be a #7$'&(»)6+x,º.+x.0 and n c d the derivation relation
defined by m . Let T be a set of token-templates, #7$ the template-theory for T and p a
query for a normal program J . Further let  be a substitution calculated by n c d . Then




*BËJ V c d
p 
xy¨<z|{¨¥"Yz¥!¦§6
¨ ¨$¨<2T
p



Jfn c dIp

Let m be #%$'&(*)+-,/.+-.0 and n c d the derivation relation
defined by m . Let T be a set of token-templates, # $ the template-theory for T and p a
query for a normal program J . Let  be a correct answer for p ,  a calculated answer
and   a substitution.
Then   J Vcdwp?ËJfncdIp* where oVf
Soundness and Completeness: Let m be a #7$7&(*)+-,º. +-.0 and n c d the derivation relation
defined by m . Let T be a set of templates , #7$ the template theory of T and p a query on
the normal program J . Let  be a calculated substitution for p such that:


»

J(ncdp

# $

Jut

*

np

def. 5
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To prove:



t#%$w V

Jut

y¸y Ë y¸y 



y¸y É y¸y 





Ç V
J

c d



n

*
p





*
p

def. logical consequence
def. interpretation



 VAc2d
p*

def. #%$'&(*Z]_0`^b].^`_,º^
%
#
'
$
<_ X[^hÀi¡À]^iXhm^  aQ^l VJlËr^ V
&
p p
»



def. #%$'&<_ X[^hÀi¡À]^iX[)zX Z]_
^
p*p
 ^ VY#7$ Ë aQ^ VaJfËr^l V


J






 VY#%$Äp|Ër^ V
p»
 a^l VaJ and ^

^  ^l VY#%$9Ë
aQ^l VaJfËr^ V
^



¢W£¤¥!¦§6¨b©

*
p

sound/completness of

#7$Ê V
p*

^  ^ V(Jutt# $ Ë^w V
p*
^  a ^l a
V J and ^l Vw# $ |
p Ë^w V

Jut






# $   V
p 
*
J A
V c2d
p*
Jut


^



*p
p




 VY#%$Äp|Ër^ V
p»
 a^l VaJ and ^

^  Qa ^f VY#7$ and ^w V(J*pbËr^ V





*
p



In Figure 6 an example #7$7&Òt^`À e)]X Z]_ based on the Ö`Ò -Calculus [12] is
shown. The calculation of the template theory is done by a theory box [2], this may be any
arbitrary calculation procedure, that implements the techniques needed for token-templates.
Furthermore this theory box has to decide if a template predicate, like institute(’http://www.unikoblenz.de’,Z,P) can be satisfied by the calculated theory. Let us have a closer look at the
logic program P given in Figure 6:
b(uni,’http://www.uni-koblenz.de’) A given web page containing some information about
a university.
a(X,Z)  b(X,Y), institute(Y,Z,P) An institution ¯ has an department  if there exists
an web page ± describing ¯ and we are able to extract department names  from ± .





With this given logic program and the template definition T we can find a Ö`Ò&# $ &Òt^`À e6)zX Z]_ ,
assumed our template theory is not empty. What this example shows is: modeling knowledge about web pages by logic programs and combining this with token-templates allows
us to query web pages.
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T:

P:
b(uni,’http://www.uni-koblenz.de’) <-

template institute(Document,Z,P) := tokenpattern

a(X,Z) <- b(X,Y), institute(Y,Z,P)

Goal:

<- a(X,Z)

<- b(X,Y), institute(Y,Z,P)
[X/uni]
[Y/’http://www.uni-koblenz.de]
<- institute(Y,Z,P)
[X/uni]
[Y/’http://www.uni-koblenz.de’]
[Z/informatik]
[P/tokenpattern]

Answer: a(uni,informatik)

Figure 6.  

4.

a(X,Z) <- b(X,Y), institute(Y,Z,P)

b(uni,’http://www.uni-koblenz.de’)

Template
Theory
Fact-Retrieval
Applying the template
institute(’http://www.uni-koblenz.de’,Z,P)
gives
institute(’http://www.uni-koblenz.de’,informatik,tokenpattern)

¡¢£¥¤"¦C§2¨:©B¦BªM«

Deductive Techniques for Intelligent Web Search

Logic programming and deduction in general offer a wide variety to guide the web search
and fact-retrieval process with intelligent methods and inference processes. This section
describes some of these techniques.

4.1.

Deductive Web Databases

Assume we know two web pages of shoe suppliers, whose product descriptions we want
to use as facts in a deductive database. Additionally we are interested in some information
about the producer of the product, his address and telephone number that can be retrieved


from an additional web page. Therefore we define two token-templates, ¡À ,/^ + 0 X and
)7¼7¼'À]^`0`0 . To simplify notation we leave out the exact token-pattern definitions instead we
write ¡ U and ¡ j .
The following small deductive database allows us to ask for articles and to derive new
facts that provide us with information about the product and the producer. We achieve this
by the two rules article and product, which extract the articles offered at the web pages and
will derive new facts about the article and the producer.
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Here are some example queries to demonstrate the use of the deductive web

database:
Select all products with article name " ÒtZ],kÕv)7À/X[^`_0 " that cost less than u2½½ :


~oÀ/X ,i+x^dV¾'ÒtZ],k
 Õv)7À/X[^h _0:¾g



¡À]Z]¼7.,[Xha-Öb.6¡¡+ ^`À]g²~oÀ/X , +-^6g J*À]Z]¼7.,º^hÀzg"J*À ,º^g[ÖrX[À]gÅTd^/+²g[( X[pºg *
J À ,/^¿}u½½



Select all products offered at least by two suppliers:



¡À]Z]¼'.,ÅXhaxÖ .¡6¡ +  ^hÀ7ug"J*À]Z]¼7.,º^`À]g²~oÀ/X  , +-^6g J*À
¡À]Z]¼7.,ÅXha-Öb.¡6¡+ ^`ÀÀg J*
 À]Z]¼7.,/^hÀ]gÅ~?À/X ,i+-^g J*À
Öb.6¡¡+ ^hÀ7k
u ÁVfÖ .¡6¡ + ^hÀÀ


4.2.


 º, ^u6giÖX[À7ug²Td^/+²ug[(
,/^2À g[ÖrX[ÀÀgÅTd^/+Àgi(


 [X uhp/g
X[À6p/g

Optimizing Web Retrieval

The following example shows how a query optimization technique proposed by Levy [19]
can be implemented and used in extended logic programs. To avoid the fetching of senseless
web pages and starting a fact-retrieval process we know for certain to fail, Levy suggests
the use of source descriptions. For the fact retrieval from the WWW this might offer a great
speed up, because due to the network load the fetching of web documents is often very time
intensive. In the context of extended logic programs, we can easily apply these methods,
by the definition of rules, whose body literals define constraints on the head arguments
expressing our knowledge about the content of the web pages. The following example
illustrates these methods:



Z]cºc^`À7 a y ³%XµX-¡  °°6¶d¶!¶* m¸)7.7X[Z]0m¸,ºZ]¹ °· ^iX[^m¸³7X[¹>+ y g J*À ,º^6gi(*Z]._ X[À]6p»
J*À ,ºA
^ ÂaÀ½½½½ g"J»À ,º^±¿uÃ ½½½½ g[(*Z]._ X[À]dV y 7 %2 ;G35¬"!¼>H,6 E y
Z]cºc^`À7 a y ³%XµX-¡  °°6¶d¶!¶* m¸,º)7À]0m ,/Z]¹ °60`^/+C+-0m ³%X[¹t+ y g J*À ,º^g[(*Z]._ X[À]6p»
J*À ,ºA
^ ÂuÃ ½½½½ "g  J»À ,º±
^ ¿aÄ½½½½ g[(*Z]._ X[À]dV y ²k9 ® y
¡À]Z]¼'.,ÅXhax(*)7À]"g J»À ,º^gi(* Z]._ X[À]p_
Z]cºc^`À7Oa Ål^`5· J*)zÌ%^"g J»À ,º^gi(*Z]._  X[À]pºg
X[^`¹*¡ +-)zX[^ ,º)7À]06¥a Ål^h5· J»)]Ì^6g J*À ,º^g[(*Z]._ X[À]6p
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Assuming we are interested in american cars that costs Á½½½½ dollars, the query product(C,50000,’USA’) will retrieve the according offers. Because of the additional constraints
on the price and the country given in the body of the rule offer, the irrelevant web page
with german car offers is left out. By simple methods, provided by the logic programming
paradigm for free, we are able to guide the search and fact retrieval in the world wide web
based on knowledge representation techniques [3] and we are able to speed up the search
for relevant information.
4.3.

Conceptual Reasoning

Many information systems lack of the ability to use a conceptual background knowledge
to include related topics of interest to their search. Consider the case that a user is interested in computer systems that cost less than 1000 DM. It is obvious that the system
should know the common computer types and descriptions (e.g. IBM, Toshiba, Compaq,
Pentium, Notebook, Laptop) and how they are conceptually related to each other. Such
knowledge will assist a system in performing a successful search. One way to represent
such knowledge is by concept description languages or in general by means of knowledge
representation techniques. In the last few years it showed up that logic is a well suited
analytic tool to represent and reason about represented knowledge. Many formalisms have
been implemented using logic programming systems, for example PROLOG.

For example a simple relation 0 ) can be used to represent conceptual hierarchies to
guide the search for information. Consider the following small knowledge base:


_Z/X[^`·ºZ]Z]\a y Td³ _\$J* )7¼ y pu
_Z/X[^`·ºZ]Z]\a y Öb)zX[^/+C+ X[^ y u
p 


0 
) ax_Z/X[^h·ºZ]Z]\rg[,ºZ]¹»¡.%X[^hÀ]p
0 )a-¼7^h 0`\X[Zi¡<g[,ºZ]¹»¡.%X[^hÀ]p
0 )aH¯g[_Z/X[^`·ºZ]Z]\p

_Z/X[^h·ºZ]Z]\raC¯p


À]^/+-^`e6)7_ hX aptg dp
À]^/+-^`e6)7_ hX aptg d
p 

) a!g p*p
0 
0 )aC±g"p»pºgiÀ]^º+-^`e6)7_ XhaH±Wg d
 p

Assume our general query to search for computers less than 100 DM is split into a sub
query like  À]^/+-^he)7_ Xha-,ºZ]¹»¡.%X[^hÀ]0g²¯p to our small example knowledge base. The query
computes a set of answers:


oV
 « ¯t°6_Z/X[^`·ºZ]Z]\²gh« ¯t°6¼7^`0h\X[Zi¡%²gh« ¯t°]y Td³ _\$J*)7¼6y ²gh« ¯t°]y´Öb)zX[^º+C+ X[^/yCµ .
This additional inferred query information


can be used in two different ways:

1. The derived conceptual information  is used to search for new web pages, e.g. by
querying standard search engines with elements of  as search keywords. On the
returned candidate pages further extended logic programs can be applied to extract
facts.
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2. The information extraction process itself is enhanced with the derived information  by
reducing the constraints on special token features in the token-templates to be applied.
Consider the case where only a single keyword p is used with a token pattern to
constrain the matching process e.g. word(txt=Q). We can reduce this constrainedness
by constructing a more general (disjunctive) pattern by adding simple term-patterns,
whereas their feature values consist of the deduced
knowledge  , e.g. word(txt=Q) or

word(txt=  U ) or m`mhm or word(txt= / ) with   ). That means we include to the search

all sub concepts (e.g. ,ºZ]¹*¡.7X[^`À¯Æ _Z/X[^`·ºZ]Z]\ÇÆ m`mhm ) or instances (e.g. yÆTd³ _\J*)7¼y )
of the query concept.

5.

The LogicRobot

This section will give a short overview of an application we implemented using the described
methods and techniques. A brief explanation of a domain dependent search engine for an
online advertisement newspaper is given.

5.1.

The Problem

Very often web pages are organized by a chain of links the user has to follow to finally reach
the page he is interested in. Or the information the user wants to retrieve is split into many
pages. In both cases the user has to visit many pages to finally reach the intended page or to
collect data from them. To do this manually is a very exhausting and time consuming work
and furthermore it is very difficult for the user to take comparisons between the information
offered on the various web pages. Therefore an automatic tool to follow all links, to collect
the data and to provide the possibility to compare the retrieved information is needed to
free the user from this annoying work.
We call web information systems based on logic programs and token-templates LogicRobots. Similar to physical robots they navigate autonoumasly through their environment,
the web. According to their ability to analyze and reason on web page contents and the
incorporation of knowledge bases they are able to percept their environment, namely what’s
on a web page. Due to the underlying logic program and the used AI techniques, e.g. knowledge representation, default reasoning etc., they act by collecting facts or follow up more
promising links. The problem we focused on was to build a LogicRobot for a web vendor
offering private advertisements. Some of the offered columns forces the user to follow
about 80 to 100 links to see all advertisements, which is of course not very user-friendly.
A more elegant way would be to offer a web form where the user can specify the column
or columns to be searched either by entering a specific name or a keyword for a column
name, a description of the item he is searching for, a price constraint like less, greater or
equal to and finally a pattern of a telephone number to restrict the geographical area to be
searched. Figure 7 depicts the three main templates used for extracting information about
advertisements similar to those shown in Figure 4. The LogicRobot web interface for this
special task is presented in Figure 8 and a sample result page is given in Figure 9.
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template price(Price) := once( # any and ? (word(value=’VB’) or word(value=’FP’))
and word(value=’DM’) and ( (int(value=P) and  cfloat(P,Price)  )
or (float(value=P) and  price notation(P,Price)  )))
template telefon(T) := # any and word(value=’Tel’) and ? punct(value=’.’)
and ? punct(value=’:’) and once(T = ( ? op(value=’+’) and +int
and ? (punct or op) and +int)))
template product description(Article,Desc) := # any and html(tag=img) and html(tag=b)
and Article = * not(html end(tag=b)) and html end(tag=b)
and once(Desc = * not(html(tag=p)))
Figure 7. Templates used for telefon number, price and advertised product extraction

Figure 8. The LogicRobot web interface
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5.2.

Implementational Notes

The LogicRobot for the search of advertisements is based on the logic programming library
TXW3 [28] that implements the techniques presented in this paper using ECLIPSE-Prolog
[8]. ECLIPSE supports modularized logic programming, so we modularized the architecture of the LogicRobot into two main modules, the first module containing all needed
token-template definitions and the second the prolog program implementing the appropriate
template calls, the evaluation of the price constraints and further control operations. This
prolog module is executed by the CGI mechanism and communicates with the local http
daemon via stdin/stdout ports. So there is no additional server programming or network
software needed to setup a search engine based on extended logic programs.
By only 5 template definitions and approx. 200 lines of prolog code we implemented this
LogicRobot. The tests we carried out with our application are very promising. For example
the query answering time, which contains fetching, tokenizing, extracting and comparing
is beneath 2 minutes for 100 web pages of advertisements (Figure 1) . We think this is a
very promising way for a domain specific search tool, that can be easily extended by AI
methods, that offers a flexible and fast configurability by means of declarative definitions
(e.g. using PROLOG) and most important this concept of LogicRobots can be applied to
various information domains on the World Wide Web.
6.

Related Work and Conclusion

We presented the token-template language for the IE from semistructured documents, especially from web pages. We showed how our wrapper language can be merged with logic
programs and gave a formal definition for the extension of an arbitrary answer complete first
order logical calculus with template theories. In conjunction with the area of logic programming and deductive databases we can use these wrapper techniques to obtain inferences or
new deductively derived facts based on information extracted from the WWW. Furthermore
these methods can be used to build intelligent web information systems, like LogicRobots,
that gain from the closely related areas like deductive databases, knowledge representation or logic programming based AI methods. We also showed how already developed
query optimization techniques (Section 4.2), can easily be integrated into our approach.
Our methods have been successfully integrated and used in the heterogeneous information
system GLUE [20] to access web data and integrate it into analytical and reasoning processes among heterogeneous data sources (e.g. relational databases, spreadsheets, etc.). In
addition to our theoretical work we also implemented a logic programming library TXW3
that provides the language of token-templates and various other logic modules to program
LogicRobots for the WWW.
Several web information systems have been developed in the last few years. One class
of applications called Softbots, which are domain specific automated search tools for the
WWW, searching autonomously for relevant web pages and user requested informations,
are similar to our concept of a LogicRobot. But such existing systems like Ahoy! [24] or
Shopbot [7] use either tailored extraction techniques (Ahoy!) that are very domain specific or
their extraction techniques are based on highly restrictive assumptions about the syntactical
structure of a web page (Shopbot). Both systems do not follow the concept of a general
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Figure 9. Query result page

purpose extraction language like token-templates are. Token-templates are applicable to
any kind of semistructured text documents, and hence not restricted to a specific domain.
Systems like IM [18] or W3QS [14] also provide means to query web information sources.
Though Levy et. al. also choose a relational data model to reason about data, and show
several techniques for source descriptions or constructing query plans, they leave the problem of information extraction undiscussed in their work. We showed solutions for both the
extraction of facts and reasoning by extended logic programs. The W3QS system uses a
special web query language similar to the relational database query language SQL. W3QS
uses enhanced standard SQL commands, e.g. by additional external unix program calls or
HTML related commands. Though an additional construction kit for information extrac-

20
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tion processes is given, this seems to be focused only on the detection of hyper links and
their descriptions. The concept of database views for web pages is also introduced, but
no information about recursive views is provided, whereas extended logic programs offer
these abilities.
Heterogeneous information systems, like DISCO [29], GLUE [20], HERMES [22], Infomaster [9] or TSIMMIS [5] all use special mediator techniques to access web information
sources among other data sources. These systems use their own mediator model (language)
to interface with the special data source wrappers. The system HERMES for example is
based on a declarative logical mediator language and therefore is similar to our approach
using extended logic programs as mediators and token-templates as special wrapper language. The advantage of our presented approach is simply, that the above named systems
except TSIMMIS and GLUE do not incorporate a general purpose wrapper language for
text documents. Additionally work on the expressive power of the mediator languages and
the used wrapper techniques of the other systems is of interest.
Different from the template based extraction languages described in [11] and [6] or the
underlying language used in the wrapper construction tool by Gruser et. al. [10], tokentemplates incorporate the mighty concepts of recursion and code calls. These concepts allow
the recognition and extraction of arbitrary hierarchical syntactic structures and extends the
matching process by additional control procedures invoked by code calls. Especially logic
programs used as code calls can guide the extraction process with a manifold of AI methods
in general.
Notes
1. In the sense that the feature set of the left token must be a subset of the feature set of the right token.
2. see [27] for a detailed formal definition.
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